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2011 辛(San) 卯 (Rabbit) Prediction
While the year of Golden Tiger was full of Natural Disasters, year of 2011,
which is a year of Golden Rabbit, would be a year of MAN-Made disasters!
Read on and find out more about what is going on for this year and buckle up
for the roller coaster year that full of ‘intended-disasters’ also suggestions for
reducing such impacts.

Main events that would possibly occur:
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Shortages of Foods cause hike in Food prices that could trigger alarm
nationwide.
Arguments, oral disagreements, discrepancies, animosity, tensions among
citizens and between nations. Demonstrations! Sabotages!
Spread in diseases that are ‘unprecedented’.
Post 80’s are aggressive than ever before.
A ‘brawl’ (s) in the legislative council meetings similar like Taiwan
Henry Tang would be elected as CEO
Massive change in personnel of government cabinet.
Constant resignation among government key personnel.
The sign of interest rate hikes everywhere that would cause high volatility of
stocks and properties markets.
Economic numbers are good both for PRC and Hong Kong.
Property prices would drop 15-25%
Stock market would peak at 28,000 for Hang Sang.
The tensions in South Seas would execrate that cause volatility to market.
Speculation HK US dollar would de-peg (only possible by 2014)
Weak US dollar

What can we do?
1.

Returning to Dao and realize that human being is constantly destroying the
Mother Nature (our lovely earth), be green and be gentle to our mother!
2. Positive dialogues with post 80’s, a government not only have to be clean and
doing something, but ‘seen’ to be clean and doing something.
3. Be sensitive towards the source of diseases and stern actions are required.
4. Accept the fact that ‘full democracy’ would have disadvantages.
5. Hong Kong is a ‘small place’, focus on the economy would be ideal as Hong
Kong people are just asking for simple life with decent place to live and work
(安居樂業
安居樂業)!
安居樂業
6. One must learn when not to open his/her mouth!
7. Be thrift and lean; cut wastages ad re-use what ever we can.
8. Live with passion!
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